MOTIONLAB ACTIVE COMMUTE BAG
HINTS & TIPS
The Fitting Instructions can be found here: https://youtu.be/smaRu7AVjsc
To complement these fitting instructions, below are some Hints and Tips for fitting and also
daily use of the bag based on my experiences and that of our testers.
GENERAL FITTING TIPS:
1. Hip-belt positioning
The Hip-belt should be positioned so the plastic rod housing at the back rests just above
the top of your buttocks, and the buckle at the front is as low as possible so that the hipbelt wraps around your hips. The hip-belt should never move out of position. If it does,
ensure the bottom half of the hip-belt wraps around your hipbones and it’s good and tight
(see the Fitting Instructions video https://youtu.be/smaRu7AVjsc to see how to tighten this
most effectively, by pulling the right hip-belt strap with your left hand towards your right hip,
and vice versa).

The top of the very front of your hip-bone should be positioned in the gap of the hip-belt,
(see my thumbs in the above photo) so that the top half of the hip-belt is above your hipbones and the bottom half of the hip-belt wraps around your hip-bones. This may require
adjustment of the spine-length to ensure that the hip-belt is in position and the bag
remains off your shoulders.

2. Initial Straps setup
The straps should be tightened in small increments, as tightening one set of straps before
the other will change the balance of the bag. The stability provided by the wraparound
harness relies primarily on the bottom and middle straps, not the shoulder straps.
Therefore tighten the bottom and middle straps first and initially don’t tighten the shoulder
straps more than required to flatten the buckle against your chest. If the bag sits lop-sided,
adjust with the middle straps (if bag tips to the left, tighten the right middle strap and/or
loosen the left middle strap).
I find it is often more comfortable to place the chest buckle lower on my sternum, and then
adjust the straps accordingly.
I find running your fingers under the rib pockets helps to get these positioned comfortably.
Note the middle straps can be moved up and down the frame for optimum positioning.
3. Chest-buckle pressure
If the chest buckle is painful then immediately stop, loosen off bottom, middle and shoulder
straps and gently tighten them back up in small increments without going past the point of
comfort.
This is particularly relevant for runners used to cinching up traditional bags very tight.
Motionlab bags have built-in suspension so will move more than traditional bags but won’t
impart that movement to you. Accept that it will take a bit of getting used to and you’ll
quickly find it is much more comfortable experience.
4. Test by gradual progression
Before you get carried away with tightening up the straps tight, do some walking with the
bag to get used to how it moves and sits away from your back, as this will initially be a
bizarre experience. You’ll find the lack of weight on your back means the movement of
bag is not uncomfortable. Then gradually tighten up the straps if you want more stability,
and gradually increase the load, so you get used to how the bag moves, can discover how
the straps interact, and are sure you have the right spine length before you run, cycle or
carry heavy loads.
Increasing the load significantly does result in the spring in the suspension shortening
slightly, so you may find you need to extend the spine by about 1cm to compensate when
the bag is heavily loaded.
Changing the contents of the bag changes the balance of the bag, so typically when I put
the bag on I loosen the bottom and middle straps a few inches (by lifting the ladder locks
on these straps) and retighten to comfort. I do this while wearing the bag and it takes
maximum 20seconds while on the move.

5. Fine-tuning the Spine length
The two fingers gap between your shoulder and the shoulder peaks of the bag advised in
the fitting instructions video is just an initial guide. In my
experience it is a minimum and a bigger gap is usually
preferable.
Fine tuning the spine length involves feeling how the spar sits
against your back. Everyone’s back shape is different and this
will affect the spine length that suits you. The aim is to get the
back spar of the bag in even contact over the full length of the
upper half of your back, so that the curve of the back spar
nestles nicely into the curve of your own back.
The best way I have found to do this is to tighten the hip-belt up
in the correct position around the hips, and then leaving the
chest-buckle undone, push the chest buckle away from your
chest, to pull the bag onto your back. Now you can feel
whether the bag nestles nicely into your back. Note that while
doing this you should stand upright and resist the temptation to
hunch your back to fit the spar.
If you feel two points of pressure at the top of the back spar then you need to lengthen the
spine on the bag.
If you feel the top of the back spar is not contacting your back, then you should shorten the
spine length on the bag. Note the point of contact may start a few centimetres below the
top of the back spar. This is perfectly ok.
If you have a particularly curved back (or are quite short) you may find the bottom of the
back spar is not in contact with your back. This is not a problem. Note that wearers with
very curved backs (or cyclists on the drops creating a curve in their back) may find that
they need the bag tipped forward so that the top of the spar is in contact with your back
and the base of the bag is held away from your back. In this case you will need to
lengthen the bottom straps to allow the base of the bag to lift away from your back and the
entire bag to tip forward to rest on your upper back (see strap setup below).
6. My experience of Straps setup:
Tightening the bottom strap will tip the bag backwards, tightening the shoulder straps will
tip the bag forwards on your back. My experience has been that:
WHEN WALKING I rely mostly on the middle straps and leave shoulder and bottom straps
loose. The bag moves a lot but I barely feel it.
WHEN RUNNING I release some tension in the middle straps (for easy breathing) and rely
on the bottom straps and shoulder straps to secure the bag and minimise movement.

Be sure to tighten up the compression straps (top and bottom) to secure the
contents of the bag. If the contents are not secured and can bounce around then
running will feel very uncomfortable.
WHEN CYCLING ON THE DROP HANDLEBARS (this may also apply if you have a very
pronounce curve to your back) I lengthen off the bottom straps and rely on the middle
straps for stability and the shoulder straps to tip the bag forwards. Note the middle straps
can be slid up and down the frame to find the optimum position for your comfort.
Note also that even when the bottom straps have been lengthened off to allow the bag to
tip forwards on your back they should still be tightened up finger tight to remove any slack
in these straps before tightening up the shoulder straps. Removing slack from the bottom
straps holds the chest buckle down against the upwards pull from the shoulder straps,
which means tightening the shoulder straps pulls the bag forward onto your back rather
than simply pulling the chest buckle up higher on your chest.
Remember also to change the RUN/CYCLE insert around on the rod housing on the hipbelt when using the bag in an aggressive cycling position. In CYCLE mode (with the
CYCLE wording closest to the rod and RUN wording closest to the hip-belt) the rod can
pivot forwards. To remove the insert be sure to pull it horizontally towards the hip-belt to
release it from the lip at the top of the pivoting barrel before you pull it upwards.

DAILY USE TIPS AND ANSWERS TO FAQs
8. Eliminating bouncing
It is essential to tighten up the compression straps to prevent
the contents of your bag bouncing around inside, which will
make running very uncomfortable.

9. Lop-sided fix
If you find the bag is sitting lop-sided on your back use the middle straps to correct this. If
the bag leans to the left (perhaps the right shoulder strap is touching your neck) then you
should tighten the right hand middle strap, and/or loosen the left hand middle strap. This
should straighten the bag immediately.
10. Micro-adjusting the spine length
When shortening or lengthening the spine length, please hold the rod of the flexible spine
to prevent it rotating. **This is really important, we have had a number of issues
where that the top end of the flexible rod has unscrewed. If this does happen,
please contact us and we will explain how to fix it**

11. Putting the bag on
When putting on the bag when it is full (ie. during daily use), I sling the bag up onto my
shoulders, lean forward and hunch my shoulders to take some of the weight and do up the
chest buckle first. Then I lift the hip-belt up into position comfortably in the small of my
back (which lifts the bag completely off my shoulders) before doing up and tightening the
hip-belt. Maintaining tension in the hip-belt straps while tightening them prevents the hipbelt slipping out of position.
12. Adjusting the straps whenever you put the bag on
Changing the load in the bag changes the balance of the bag. Therefore each time I put
the bag on I loosen the bottom and middle strap just an inch or two and then re-tighten to
get them nice and comfortable. I do this while on the move and it takes no more than
twenty seconds so is no hardship. I consider it just part of putting the bag on and it
ensures a nice comfortable fit each time you put the bag on.

13. Hiding the zip-pulls in the ‘zip-garage’
The 10cm long flap at the base of the main zip is a “zip-garage” secured with a magnet.
The zip-pulls on the main zip can be hidden under this flap to ensure they do not flap
around when running or cycling and also as a security feature so potential thieves cannot
see where the zip-pulls are.

The equivalent functionality for the work section zip-pulls is that they can be tucked into
the side bottle pockets.

14. Removing the RUN/CYCLE insert
The RUN/CYCLE insert can be difficult to remove when in the RUN position. Squeeze the
sides together but do not try to pull the insert out.
Instead slide the RUN/CYCLE insert horizontally away from the rod in the direction of the
arrow below, so that it disengages from the lip on the pivoting barrel (circled on the photo).
Once the RUN/CYCLE insert is released from under this lip it will pull out easily.

15. Free-standing the bag
The bag is designed to free-stand on a floor or table.
To do this press the push-button on the middle of the
spar and push the hip-belt up until it is level with the
base of the bag.
When the bag is full (especially with shoes) it will sit
on the base of the boot pocket, balanced between
the contents of the bag and the feet of the frame as
shown in the photo here. The frame is tips to the left.
When the base of the bag is not full, it may sit better
tipped to the right so that the bag balances between
the tripod formed by the feet of the frame and the hipbelt.
When the hip-belt is in this retracted position I tidy
away the hip-belt by folding the buckle around behind itself and doing the buckle up so the
straps sit between the rod housing on the hip-belt and the bag itself. Alternatively the hipbelt straps can be folded upwards and tucked behind the back spar. This is more secure
as the buckle can be tucked between the frame and the bag, but correspondingly it is also
more difficult to pull the hip-belt buckle out from behind the frame to allow the hip-belt to be
extended for use. It’s a case of your personal preference.
16. Cycle Helmet pocket
The mesh accessory that came with the bag is a detachable Cycle Helmet pocket that can
carry a cycle helmet or jacket or drone etc on the on the outside of the bag. This has four
hooks which attach to the bottom and top pairs of the reflective loops on the front panel of
the bag.

17. Strap accessories
The straps accessories that came with
the bag are for use if you wish to take the
bag off the frame, attach these straps,
and use the bag off the frame as a normal
backpack. I will produce a video
explaining how to do this separately.

18. Wearing the bag without the hip-belt fastened
The hip-belt is fundamental to the performance of the bag. However I appreciate there are
times when you want to carry the bag on your back without the hassle of pulling out and
doing up the hip-belt. We only recommend this for short distances but the bag can be
used like this. When carrying the bag on your back without the hip-belt you should do up
the chest buckle.
If you insist on not doing up the chest buckle, and leaving the straps open, you may find
you need to shorten the shoulder straps so that the bag sits higher on your back, with the
shoulder peaks over your shoulders, and not poking into your back.

19. Removing the hip-belt completely
If you press the push-button on the back spar and pull the hip-belt hard, the tube cap will
come off and the hip-belt can be removed in its entirety from the bag. This is intentional.
You can then unscrew the flexible rod from the hip-belt and the hip-belt and rod can be
packed away and carried easily.
Reassembly is just as easy. Simply screw the rod back into the rod housing on the hipbelt to the desired length (if you didn’t make a note of the length you may need to repeat
the fitting process). Then press the metal pushbutton clip on the black slider at the top end
of the rod and slide it back into the tube. Rotate the tube cap around to ensure the rod
sleeve is not twisted and reattach the tube cap as a push-fit onto the end of the tube (it will
only go on one way around, so you may need to rotate the cap 180 degrees to fit it onto
the end of the tube).

FEEDBACK
Please do let us know how you’re getting on with he bag and give us your feedback, and if
you have any questions at all contact us at support@motionlab-bags.com. We’d love to
hear from you and it is great to learn how we can make this experience better for all our
backers. You may have a different way of fitting the bag or an answer to a nagging
problem that we’d love to share with our other users.
Thanks to Stuart who made this great suggestion, we are in the process of setting up
#MotionlabCommunity, a Motionlab Bag Users group on facebook, which will allow you to
chat to each other and share ideas, hints and tips amongst yourselves. This is of course
in addition to you being able to contact us directly at support@motionlab-bags.com

We are in the process of designing a day-hike bag which will fit on the same frame as your
Active Commuter bag but will have a bigger capacity and will be designed for outdoor
hikes, rather than commuting. If you have any ideas to share with us what features you’d
like to see on this new bag, please do let us know. We’ll let you know when it’s ready.
In the meantime, we wish you all success in freeing yourself with your Motionlab Active
Commute bag.

